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Abstract Glioblastoma growth potential and resistance to

therapy is currently largely attributed to a subset of tumor

cells with stem-like properties. If correct, this means that a

cure will not be possible without eradication of the stem

cell fraction and abrogation of those mechanisms through

which stem cell activity is induced and maintained. Glio-

blastoma stem cell functions appear to be non-cell auton-

omous and the consequence of tumor cell residence within

specialized domains such as the perivascular stem cell

niche. In this review we consider the multiple cellular

constituents of the perivascular niche, the molecular

mechanisms that support niche structure and function and

the implications of the perivascular localization of stem

cells for anti-angiogenic approaches to cure.
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Introduction

As initially conceived by Judah Folkman [1], tumor growth

is indeed ‘‘angiogenesis dependent’’. While visionary, this

revolutionary statement was limited by knowledge current

in 1971 to a declaration regarding the necessity of a blood

supply for nutrients and oxygen. Dr. Folkman and his

contemporaries could not have imagined that angiogenesis

was also a process that creates a specialized domain for the

support, expansion and spread of a subpopulation of tumor

cells with stem cell like properties [cancer stem cells

(CSCs)]. This specialized space, the perivascular domain,

or niche (PVN), is an exquisite collaboration between

tumor cells, endothelial cells, pericytes and tissue specific

components, for the maintenance of the tumor stem cell

population.

In light of this greater appreciation for the importance of

angiogenesis to tumor persistence and progression, target-

ing angiogenesis for cancer therapy would seem to have

even greater potential than originally conceived. Not only

can it disrupt blood supply and oxygen delivery, it can

abrogate the formation of niche space and thereby termi-

nate the potential for tumor growth. However, clinical

experience with anti-angiogenic therapy that targets the

single most potent angiogenic factor, vascular endothelial

cell growth factor (VEGF), or its receptors has taught us

that there are multiple mechanisms by which tumors

stimulate angiogenesis and resist anti-VEGF therapies.

These mechanisms are diverse and involve additional sol-

uble angiogenic factors, changes in the cellular constituents

of the vascular unit, and even transdifferentiation of tumor

cells into endothelial cells. This experience suggests that

targeting the structure of the niche by simply trying to

block its formation may not be practical. Instead, alterna-

tively targeting niche function may have superior thera-

peutic effect without stimulating resistance mechanisms.

To succeed in this endeavor it is imperative to understand

the mechanisms and functions of the niche. In this review

we will examine the cellular components of the brain tumor
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stem cell niche and core modes of intercellular communi-

cation that support its coordinated activities.

Functions of the Perivascular Niche

Experience with culturing brain tumor stem cells suggests

that the stem cell state is an unstable one and that in the

absence of appropriate signals these cells will undergo

spontaneous differentiation. Thus, we can conclude that the

functions of the niche include blocking differentiation in

order to maintain the stem cell phenotype. Consistent with

this, when brain tumor stem cells are grown in vitro in the

presence of endothelial cells, there is a measurable increase

in self-renewal capacity and quaternary tumor sphere for-

mation [2–5]. Moreover, treatment of xenograft brain tumor

models with anti-angiogenic agents alone or in combination

with cytotoxic chemotherapy results in decreases in the

population of self-renewing CD133 ? , Nestin ? CSCs

[3, 6].

In addition to maintaining the cancer stem cell popula-

tion, the PVN also promotes tumor cell proliferation [2, 3].

Primary glioblastoma (GBM) cells grown in the presence

of human brain microvascular endothelial cells (HBMECs)

exhibit increased growth in vivo and in vitro compared to

GBM cells alone, and like the normal neural stem cell

niche this is due at least in part to the actions of endothelial

cell-derived CXCL12 [7, 8]. In addition, GBM-associated

endothelial cells express the mitogen sonic hedgehog

(SHH) [9, 10].

Importantly, the PVN can provide sanctuary and protect

GBM from the actions of both radiation and chemotherapy.

The backbone of malignant brain tumor treatment is DNA

damaging agents like radiation therapy and alkylator che-

motherapy. The efficacy of these regimens is highly

dependent upon mitotic activity in target cells and a frac-

tion of the CSCs are found in a slow-cycling or quiescent

state, which would render them resistant to DNA damaging

agents [11, 12]. In addition, the efficacy of DNA damaging

agents is sensitive to changes in DNA repair capacity.

Within the PVN there is a measureable increase in DNA

repair capacity, possibly through the actions of microen-

vironment-derived TGF-b [13]. This would also mitigate

against the impact of DNA damaging agents [14, 15].

Moreover, CSCs exhibit increased expression of multidrug

resistance transporters (such as ABC and MDR transport-

ers), which are responsible for the efflux of chemothera-

peutics out of cells and thus limit the exposure of tumor

cells within the PVN to DNA damaging agents [16, 17].

This property has been used to identify GBM stem cells as

the Hoechst stain negative side-population of tumor cells

on FACS analysis [18]. Finally, GBM stem cells avoid

immune detection and suppress immune activity through

diminished expression of MHC [19] and secretion of

immunosuppressive cytokines that block T cell prolifera-

tion and activation [20], an effect that is augmented by

hypoxia [21].

The peri-endothelial space also provides an important

conduit for infiltrative spread of GBM. In 1938, Scherer

described the movement of GBM cells away from the

primary tumor mass along the perivascular space [22], and

dispersal of GBM through this space may be a critical

component of tumor recurrence after gross total resections

and tumor bed irradiation. The basis for this pattern of

GBM cell movement may be due to chemotactic effects of

high levels of CXCL12 found within the PVN [7, 23] and

CXCL12’s effects on expression of cathepsins and matrix

metalloproteinases (MMP) [24].

Origins of the Perivascular Brain Tumor Stem

Cell Niche

Multiple mechanisms have been proposed through which

brain tumor cells might forge stem cell supportive inter-

actions with endothelial cells, including: co-opting existing

blood vessels and stimulating angiogenesis. Surprisingly,

however, in three recent papers [25•, 26•, 27] it was shown

that GBM stem cells themselves can transdifferentiate into

endothelial cells. Up to 60 % of tumor-associated endo-

thelial cells shared genetic background with tumor cells,

and a subset of the CD133 positive brain tumor stem cell

fraction were also positive for vascular endothelial-cad-

herin (CD144). Similar transdifferentiation of normal

neural stem cells into endothelial cells has also been

described [28] and may represent a broadly important

phenomenon. The frequency of GBM-derived endothelial

cells in patient specimens remains to be fully determined

and the potential for these GBM-derived endothelial cells

to provide structural niche space and regulatory control of

niche function remains to be defined.

Components of the Brain Tumor Stem Cell Niche

Development of the tumor PVN involves recruitment of

multiple cell types to the niche. We are only starting to

understand the complex cellular architecture of the niche

and the significance of each cell type to the functions of

this microdomain. Similar to the adult neurogenic niche in

the subventricular (SVZ) or the subgranular (SGZ) zones,

the brain tumor PVN includes endothelial cells, pericytes,

astrocytes as well as immune cells such as macrophages/

microglia. Understanding the molecular mechanisms by

which the niche cells interact with each other and with the
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CSCs will help us therapeutically target those interactions

within the PVN and block tumor progression.

Endothelial Cells

In the adult neurogenic niche, CSCs are often localized

along the tumor vasculature [29]. Glioma stem cells, which

are frequently identified by their expression of surface

markers such as CD133 [30], constitute a small fraction of

the total tumor population. They appear to preferentially

align themselves in the peri-endothelial space, compared to

their non-stem cell counterparts, and their fractional

abundance within total tumor cell numbers is strongly and

positively correlated with tumor grade [31, 32]. A reper-

toire of soluble and cell-surface molecules have been

identified, which through paracrine and/or autocrine

mechanisms mediate reciprocal cross talk between the

endothelium and tumor cells in GBM. We recently reported

that brain endothelial cell derived CXCL12 chemoattracts

and supports proliferation of primary human GBM cells

[7]. Signaling pathways such as Notch, sonic hedgehog

(SHH), VEGF, hepatocyte growth factor (HGF), pigment

epithelium-derived factor (PEDF) and nitric oxide (NO),

many of which are also important for neural stem cell

proliferation, have been implicated in the inter-cellular

communication between endothelial and tumor stem cells

within the PVN [2, 4, 15, 33–37]. It is interesting to note

that a major distinction between tumor cells and normal

neural cells, is that the tumor stem cell population can be

replenished from the non-stem cell fraction, a phenomenon

that is not observed for normal neural cells [38•]. Based on

the frequent localization of tumor stem cells to the PVN, as

well as the observation that pathways critical for stem cell

survival are active within this niche, the PVN may function

to chemoattract tumor cells, promote their transition to a

‘‘stem’’ like phenotype and support their maintenance and

proliferation.

Pericytes

Pericytes are mesenchymal cells that are usually embedded

in the vascular basement membrane where they surround

and stabilize the newly formed vasculature. Several reports

have indicated that pericytes are an integral part of the

tumor PVN and regulate proliferation, invasion and angi-

ogenesis through their interactions with endothelial cells.

Studies in a variety of cancers including melanomas,

pancreatic cancer, lung adenocarcinoma and GBM have

identified different signaling pathways such as platelet-

derived growth factor-b (PDGF-b), epidermal growth

factor (EGF), hypoxia-inducible factor- 1a (HIF-1a) and

CXCL12 that are involved in the recruitment of pericytes

to the tumor vessels [39]. Reciprocal signaling between

endothelial cells and adjacent pericytes through soluble, as

well as membrane bound, factors such as PDGF, angio-

poetin-Tie2, and angiotensin can actively regulate angio-

genesis [40]. In contrast to normal pericytes, tumor

pericytes are loosely associated with the endothelial cells

leading to leaky vasculature suggesting that normalization

of the tumor vessels may have therapeutic relevance. The

limited success of anti-VEGF therapy in GBM and other

tumors has led to the proposal that double targeting of

pericytes and endothelial cells might be productive of

greater therapeutic effect [41]. However, the failure of

endothelial targeting in the absence of pericytes in certain

tumor models suggests that the role of pericytes in the PVN

needs further investigation [42].

Astrocytes

In the normal brain, astrocytes provide structural support to

the brain vasculature and maintain blood brain barrier

(BBB) integrity through end processes that interact with

the vascular endothelial cells [43]. In the normal adult

neurogenic niche, astrocytes induce stem cell proliferation

through the activation of purinergic receptors on stem cells

while negatively regulating neurogenesis through the

Notch pathway [29, 44]. Gliomas induce changes in pro-

teins expressed in astrocytic endfeet leading to a loss of

astrocytic regulation of endothelial functions and dysreg-

ulation of the BBB [45]. Gliomas often contain pathology-

associated or reactive astrocytes, which may mediate tumor

cell invasion via activation of MMPs. Astrocyte elevated

gene (AEG-1), initially isolated in fetal astrocytes is

often implicated in metastatic progression and invasion of

gliomas [40]. In a PDGF-induced glioma model, SHH

expressing reactive astrocytes were identified in close

association with nestin expressing tumor cells [9]. Glioma

stem cells have been shown to express the SHH receptor

patched (PTC) and inhibition of the pathway leads to the

disruption of stem-like and tumorigenic properties sug-

gesting that SHH producing microenvironment may act as

a stem cell niche.

Macrophage/Microglia

Tumor associated macrophages/microglia (TAM/Ms) may

constitute up to 5–30 % of the tumor cell population. They

are frequently localized adjacent to tumor stem cells in the

PVN [46]. Chemokines such as macrophage chemotactic

protein (MCP)-1 and -3 as well as cytokines including

colony stimulating factor (CSF)-1, granulocyte colony

stimulating factor (G-CSF), and HGF have been implicated

in the chemo-attraction of the macrophages to the PVN and

CSCs [40]. Reciprocal interactions between the glioma

cells and macrophages facilitate an immune suppressive
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but tumor supportive phenotype for macrophages that

promote tumor growth and invasion through activation of

MMPs. Glioma CSCs have been shown to inhibit macro-

phage/microglia phagocytosis, induce secretion of

immune-suppressive cytokines such as IL-10 and trans-

forming growth factor (TGF)-b1 and enhance macrophage/

microglia induced T cell proliferation via STAT-3 pathway

[47, 48]. Recent studies have demonstrated that TAM/Ms

can enhance angiogenesis, as well as the proliferation and

invasiveness of glioma CSCs via release of TGF-b1, which

induces expression of MMP-9 by glioma CSCs [49].

Extra-Cellular Matrix

In addition to the cellular milieu, CSCs like neural stem

cells also interact with the extracellular matrix components

within the PVN [50], especially laminin [51]. The com-

position of laminins has been correlated with tumor grade

and patient survival in gliomas [52]. Furthermore, the

laminin receptor integrin a6 b1 has been shown to promote

endothelial cell growth in GBM, which may indirectly

modulate tumor stem cell survival [53]. The role of other

ECM components in modulating CSCs and tumorigenesis

needs further investigation.

Ependymal Cells

While the tumor PVN and normal neural stem cell niche

share many features, there are also distinct differences on

both the cellular and molecular levels. For example,

ependymal cells are a critical component of the SVZ stem

cell niche, and their cell number within the neurogenic

zone correlates with stem cells number and neurogenesis

[54–56]. Among the identified mechanisms by which

ependymal cells regulate stem cell function is the negative

regulation of BMP signaling through expression of LRP2

[55]. Recently, molecular profiles of the cellular constitu-

ents of the niche have been published and provide several

additional intriguing candidate mediators of ependymal

effects on stem cell function [56]. Whether ependymal

cells are similarly involved in the brain tumor PVN is

unknown at this time, though the deeper parenchymal

location of most GBM-associated niches would suggest

that ependymal cell involvement is unlikely. This raises the

interesting question of what, if any, impact this has on the

regulation of stem cell activity within the tumor PVN.

Cell Adhesion Signaling in the PVN

Many important pathways serve the functions of the niche,

and most of these have been expertly reviewed elsewhere.

Therefore, we will focus on a less frequently discussed

aspect of the PVN for which potential therapeutics exist,

cellular adhesion signaling including: integrins and cad-

herins, and how these molecules influence both cell to cell

and cell to ECM interactions within the PVN.

Integrins in the Niche

Integrins are essential transmembrane proteins that both

anchor cells to the extracellular matrix and transmit extra-

cellular signals across the cell membrane in response to

ligation by extracellular matrix components like laminin,

fibronectin, vitronectin, collagen, thrombospondin and

osteopotin as well as other factors such as FGF. There are

currently 24 known heterodimeric integrins, comprising one

of 18 alpha subunits and eight beta subunits. While integrins

lack intrinsic kinase activity they transmit signals by forming

multimeric complexes called focal adhesions with other

signaling proteins such as focal adhesion kinase (FAK) [57]

and adaptor proteins like p130CAS [58]. Unbound integrins

can transmit pro-apoptotic signals [59] while complexed

integrins activate core growth and migratory pathways such

as the MAPK, PI3 K, NF-kB and Src pathways [60]. These

activities regulate cell–cell interactions between tumor cells

and endothelial cells as well as between non-tumor stromal

elements of the PVN such as perictytes and endothelial cells.

In this fashion, integrins regulate the three-dimensional

structure and function of the stem cell niche.

Importantly, the only gene in common between

expression profiling analyses of multiple stem and pro-

genitor cell populations is the laminin receptor integrin a6

[61–63]. Integrin a6 is also highly expressed by GBM stem

cells where it appears to be required for self-renewal

activity [64]. Consistent with the importance of laminin

and laminin receptors to the functions of the neural stem

cell niche, expression of integrin b1, one of two dimer-

ization partners for integrin a6, exhibits restricted expres-

sion to proliferative cells within the normal subepenbdymal

neural stem cell niche [65]. Moreover, surface localization

of integrin b1 is enhanced by Galectin 1 [66], an adhesion

molecule that is expressed in normal neural stem cells

where it is known to regulate proliferation [67, 68], as well

as in GBM where it additionally promotes invasion [69].

Integrin b1 can function in a signaling axis together with

the chemokine receptor CXCR4 [70]. As both Integrin b1

and CXCR4 are highly expressed within the PVN, their

crosstalk might regulate GBM stem cell functions. The

impact of integrins on stem cell biology may relate to their

modulation of key stem cell pathways like the Wnt [71],

SHH [10] and Notch [72] pathways.

Malignant transformation is associated with changes in

integrin expression in a tumor specific fashion. Increased

avb3 and avb5 is found in glioblastoma and associated with

increased invasion, especially at the margins of the tumor
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[73]. Interestingly, avb8 is also expressed in GBM and

levels of avb8 expression correlate with two important

growth phenotypes of GBM: angiogenic and infiltrative.

GBM cells with high levels of avb8 expression exhibit

correspondingly high levels of TGF-b pathway activation

and an invasive pattern of growth [74]. In contrast, GBM

cells with low levels of avb8 expression exhibit corre-

spondingly low levels of TGF-b pathway activation and an

angiogenic pattern of growth. This is relevant to the present

discussion, as a shift from an angiogenic to infiltrative

pattern of growth has been observed in GBM treated with

anti-angiogenic therapies, which alter PVN structure and

function [75–77].

While the molecular basis for changes in integrin

expression remains to be fully defined, components of the

PVN including TGF-b and CXCL12/CXCR4 regulate

integrin expression in various tumor types. In GBM, both

TGF-b1 and TGF-b2 can increase expression of avb3 in

tumor cells and increase their migratory activity [78]. The

chemokine CXCL12 and its receptor CXCR4 are important

components of the PVN where they recruit brain tumor

cells and stimulate brain tumor cell proliferation [7].

Recently it was shown that CXCL12 signaling in prostate

cancer affects the expression of two different integrins;

avb3 [79] and a5b3 [80] both of which are correlated with

tumor progression [73].

Cadherins in the Niche

Cadherins are calcium-dependent cell adhesion molecules

that mediate cell–cell interactions critical for the mainte-

nance of normal tissue structure including the neural stem

cell niche [81]. The cadherin superfamily contains multiple

members within several subfamiles in which individual

members mediate primarily homotypic interactions to form

adherens junctions that serve to segregate different cells

into homogeneous populations or functional units within

tissues. A number of regulators of fate and function are

concentrated in adherens junctions in the central nervous

system including: b-catenin [82], protein kinase C [83],

cdc42 [84] and Numb [85]. Consequently, dynamic regu-

lation of cadherin expression or cadherin-switching con-

trols cell migration, fate and function during normal

development and oncogenesis. In the normal neural stem

cell niche, N-cadherin expression is required to maintain

the progenitor state while loss leads to delamination and

differentiation of newly generated neurons [86]. Much

attention has been focused on the regulation of cadherin

expression in cancer as dramatic changes in cadherins

accompany Epithelial-Mesenchymal Transition (EMT), a

critical step in malignant progression.

Alterations in GBM cadherin expression are also docu-

mented to accompany alterations in growth. The switch

from angiogenic to infiltrative pattern of growth seen with

VEGF pathway antagonism is accompanied not only by

changes in integrin expression but also by a T to N cad-

herin switch [87]. Similarly, Cadherin 11, a marker of

mesenchymal subtype of GBM, enhances GBM cell

migration and appears to be required for tumor growth

in vivo [88]. Possibly most exciting with regard to cad-

herins and GBM stem cell activity and the PVN is the

observation that expression of E-Cadherin in GBM patient

specimens is associated with poor prognosis [89] and that a

subset of E-cadherin expressing CD133 positive GBM

stem cells appears to have the capacity for transdifferen-

tiation into endothelial cells [25•, 27].

Cadherin expression is regulated by several transcription

factors including FoxP2 and 4 [86], Twist [90] and Snail

[91]. In cancer, it appears that cadherin expression is also

regulated by cytokines like IL-8 [92]. Increased IL-8

expression is associated with EMT in breast cancer [93]

and positively correlated with astrocytoma grade [94].

Importantly, IL8 is expressed at high levels by tumor

associated endothelial cells [95] and thus is likely to be

active within the PVN.

Finally, interactions between cadherins and integrins

have been recently observed in GBM stem cells [96]. These

interactions appear to regulate intracellular signaling and

migration. Moreover, co-regulation of N-cadherin and

integrin b1 by the receptor tyrosine kinase Tie2 is required

for the adhesion of GBM cells to the endothelium as occurs

within the PVN [97].

Targeting the Niche

The identification of brain tumor stem cells and their per-

ivascular niche has energized efforts to develop stem cell

directed therapies. Targeting stem cell activity can theo-

retically be achieved by: (1) targeting the stem cells

themselves, (2) by targeting PVN formation or, (3) by

targeting PVN function.

Abrogation of PVN formation through anti-angiogenic

therapy is a potentially powerful approach to stopping tumor

progression. VEGF antagonism is well tolerated and has

efficacy, but alone or in combination with irinotecan, it does

not have a lasting effect on survival. Multiple mechanisms

can drive tumor progression in the setting of VEGF antag-

onism [98•]. The mechanisms of resistance to VEGF

antagonism are diverse and instructive when considering

how to block PVN formation. In response to bevacizumab

there are increases in expression of pro-angiogenic factors

like FGFs 1 and 2 and CXCL12 [99, 100], as well as

increased recruitment of pro-angiogenic bone-marrow-

derived cells [101–103]. In addition, transdifferentiation of

glioma stem cells into endothelial-like cells may also
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contribute to VEGF-independent angiogenesis [26•, 104,

105]. Finally, bevacizumab (avastin) therapy may produce a

shift in the growth pattern of GBM from angiogenic to

infiltrative in which new niche formation may be induced in

co-opted existing blood vessels [75–77]. Thus, resistance to

VEGF antagonism involves a complex mix of responses that

suggests it may be difficult to completely block the formation

of new GBM stem cell niches.

While the logic of targeting stem cells themselves is

robust, recent work has demonstrated that the stem cell

population is heterogeneous and may not be a discrete

subpopulation. Instead, stem cells may exist as a compo-

nent of a dynamic steady state involving a number of tumor

cell phenotypes in which transitions occur between stem

cell and non-tumor cell states, including into endothelial

cells [38•, 106•]. Therefore, targeting the stem cell state

may also prove to have limitations with regard to abro-

gating stem cell activity.

Thus, it may be more important to target the mecha-

nisms that favor transitions to the stem cell state and

thereby prevent the replenishment of tumor-initiating

capacity from non-tumor stem cells. This may also have

the added advantage of targeting functions of non-neo-

plastic cells within the niche, i.e., astrocytes, endothelial

cells, pericytes, which may have more limited capacity for

resistance.

As described above, homeostasis within the stem cell

niche is maintained through the choreographed activities of

a small network of cell types (Fig. 1). While the cellular

diversity and molecular mechanisms that serve the niche

provide many opportunities for targeted approaches to

GBM therapy, targeting adhesion molecules may have the

potential advantage of blocking the ability of the compo-

nent cell types to band together and perform their coordi-

nated functions. Over the past several years a number of

agents that target cadherins and integrins have been eval-

uated in cancer clinical trials including for GBM [107,

108]. In general these have been well tolerated. In fact, in

several cases maximal tolerated doses were not defined. In

addition there are early indications of efficacy that have

Fig. 1 The functions of the PVN to maintain the stem cell population

may be divided into four categories: induction/maintenance of

stemness, proliferation, resistance, and migration/invasion. Shown

are key pathways utilized by each cellular component of the niche to

communicate with the CSCs
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been attributed to anti-angiogenic effects as well as to

direct anti-tumor cell effects. Not fully evaluated is whe-

ther a component of the anti-tumor effects are the result of

reduced stem cell activity, and whether a more complete

appreciation for this potential target of adhesion molecule

therapeutics might support refined efforts to abrogate stem

cell niche function. Particularly important might be the

combination of adhesion molecule directed therapies with

cytotoxic agents and anti-angiogenics. The efficacy of

these approaches is currently being evaluated for GBM.

While Cilengitide, an integrin aV antagonist has pro-

gressed furthest in clinical trial for GBM (Table 1), the N

cadherin targeting agent ADH-1 or drugs with the potential

to target integrin b1 (PF-04605412, M200) may deserve

special attention for their potential to disrupt the GBM

stem cell niche.

Conclusions

The complexity of the cancer stem cell niche creates many

potential obstacles to the successful inhibition of stem cell

activity. Understanding the mechanisms that support niche

formation and function may expose the Achilles heel(s) of the

PVN and the key to GBM cure. Particularly important will be

considerations of treatment regimens that can both target

niche formation and the mechanisms of stem cell induction

and maintenance. In this regard, therapies that target adhesion

molecules may have the advantage of dual function, with the

potential to block both niche structure and function.
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